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Review of CFD sub wg report on 22nd WLTP IWG
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Review of CFD sub wg report on 25th WLTP IWG
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Review of CFD sub wg report on 26th WLTP IWG
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WLTP IWG approved that
CFD sub-wg members to work on clarification of the method.

Status of CFD discussion
 3 meetings were held after 26th WLTP IWG.

(No status report on 27th WLTP IWG)

 Japan announced that Japan cannot accept CFD method in Japanese legislation.
Therefore, the following text will be added in GTR 15 for alternative method to determine
(CD×Af).
“At the option of the Contracting Party, part of or whole of the alternative method may be excluded”
 Japan proposed to clarify in the text on the right of Responsible Authority to request
for actual test to any vehicle before/after type approval. (Same concept as Annex 4 Para 3)
However, sub-wg members decided to focus on Validation method and re-validation
criteria of CFD method.
 Validation method
• To use “smoke” to visualise the air flow for Annex 4 approved wind tunnel and compare it with CFD result during
validation is difficult because “smoke” disappear over 50kph.
• CFD experts discussed at least 3 cases per types of parts/groups including the baseline need to be tested for CFD
method validation. Also, from their experience, at least 9 to 15 cases for total need to be done. One of the way to
explain their experience of the “number of cases” is to use probability. The probability whether the result of CFD
method matches/does not matches with Annex 4 approved wind tunnel.

• From the discussion, CFD sub-wg members decided to validate at least two (CD×Af) per type of
part from a common baseline and at least a total of eight (CD×Af).

 Re-validation criteria
• Clarified that the revalidation criteria for CFD method.
• Any change made to a simulation model.
• Any change made to the software likely to invalidate the validation report. (Text copied from EU legislation)
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Conclusion by CFD sub-wg
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Certifying CFD using at least two (CD×Af ) per type of part from a
common baseline and at least a total of eight (CD×Af ) :
Demonstration of equivalency is successful for above scopes

*See WLTP-28-10e_app1 for text detail

CFD sub-wg would like to ask for approval of the text.

Thank you very much
for your attention!

